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Sports / 12 - 13 Dr. Phil Moody will lead a photo 
Lifestyles /14 
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excursion to Great Britian in 
May. See pg. 9 for details. 
One year ago this week... 
Eleven degree programs were slated for 
cancellation by the administration. 
File photo 
Rollerblode tour 
Melissa Peters pauses during her recent rollerblade tour of 
Washington D.C. She is one of two students responsible for 
starting a new rollerblading club on campus. See the news 
story on page four. 
Committee 1 
4 for vacant 
by Alvin McEwen 
News Editor 
Four finalists are vying 
for the office of Winthrop Uni-
versity Vice President of Aca-
demic Affairs and they are 
slated to be interviewed by 
the committee made up of fac-
ulty, staff and students. 
Vincent Angotti, associate 
vice president of academic af-
fairs at the University of 
Evansville in Indiana, was the 
first candidate to be inter-
viewed. He arrived Monday 
and spent the entire day meet-
ing with deans, academic 
councils and student repre-
sentatives. 
Tuesday afternoon, he 
presented a brief presentation 
to faculty members at 2 p.m. 
in McBryde 101. 
Angotti said people are no 
longer agreeing with the con-
cept that one would have to 
have a college degree in order 
to succeed. He said colleges 
and universities need to 
downsize, respond to student 
o interview 
VP position 
population, analyze curricu-
lum and not assume the way 
things were done in the past 
is the way to do them now. 
He also said when 
changes occur, people must 
be informed and aware of the 
decision-making processes. 
In major demographic 
changes, Angotti said, colleges 
and universities have got to 
face a decline in the tradi-
tional student population. He 
said they must address the 
needs of a multicultual soci-
ety. 
He also said colleges and 
universities need to articu-
late to students why they 
teach the things they do. He 
said they (colleges and uni-
versities) must take a serious 
look at the curriculum and 
ask "who are we," "why are 
we doing this," and "can we do 
it better?" 
The other three finalists 
for vice president of academic 
affairs are as follows: 
See VP, pg. 16 
Gray new SGA President 
by Joyce Tisdale 
Staff writer 
In a landslide, Michael 
Gray defeated Alexis Pipkins 
to become SGA president for 
the 1993-94 school year. By a 
closer margin, Allen Nason 
defeated Jeff Monheit to be-
come SGA vice president. 
Gray received the majority 
of votes, 700, to Pipkins's 200. 
Gray said, "I would like to 
thank everyone who voted. It 
was a pretty good turn-out and 
that was good to see." 
Pipkins said," I'm recom-
mending that our president-
elect address issues concern-
ing, specifically, Winthrop's 
budget problems as well as cre-
ating task forces." 
Pipkins also said he would 
stand behind Gray and sup-
port him. 
In the vice presidential 
race, Nason received 449votes, 
while Monheit received 336. 
Nason said he was very 
honored that the students gave 
him their vote of confidence. 
Monheit said, "All candi-
dates did a real good job cam-
paigning and voter turn-out 
was good." 
He went on to say that the 
debate that took place a day 
before the election should have 
taken place more days before. 
Monheit also said time for stu-
dents to vote should be ex-
tended to two days. Lastly 
Monheit said he will continue 
to be active as an SGA Senator. 
There were four other elec-
tions that were decided. Rob 
Brabham won the office of pub-
lic prosecutor. He ran unop-
posed. 
Alan Havnaer defeated 
Starr Singleton for the office of 
public defender. He received 
426 votes, while she received 
420. 
Havnaer said, "I'm here to 
defend the students. I've been 
in their shoes before. I feel 
that I can defend them well. 
Singleton said, "I guess 
there are a lot of times in life 
when a person will come close 
to victory but just can't grasp 
it." 
She said she does not see 
her defeat as a setback, but a 
challenge that will keep her 
striving even higher. 
In the two final elections, 
Derek Wilson and Sujata 
Sohoni won the offices of DSU 
president and vice president, 
respectively. Both ran unop-
posed. 
The tentative date for of-
ficer installation is March 28 
at 2 p.m. in McBryde 101. 
Study time ph0'0 6y Joel Nid,ols 
Becky Burrows, a senior English major, takes advantage of unseasonably warm weather 
last week to study on the lawn. 
Polls show faculty, students 
do not support block of time 
by Russell Danford 
News Writer 
Winthrop faculty and stu-
dents expressed their displea-
sure last week with adminis-
tration plans to reserve one 
hour on Wednesday s for a"cam-
pus community time." 
Both the College of Arts 
and Sciences and the Student 
Government Association con-
ducted opinion polls to deter-
mine if there is campus-wide 
support for changing the block 
of free time from Friday to 
Wednesday. 
The results of the College 
of Arts and Sciences faculty 
poll, released Feb. 15, indicated 
plan while 47 professors felt 
the schedule should remain as 
it is. 
In a separate student poll, 
taken Feb. 17 duringSGAelec-
tions, an overwhelming num-
ber of those expressing an opin-
ion were against the 
administration's plan. 
Sixty-six students said the 
Wednesday block of time 
should not be implemented. 
Only three students favored the 
idea. 
Both students and faculty 
voiced concern that the time 
change would interfere with 
laboratory and studio classes 
and cause a disruption of the 
class schedule. 
One professor said, "The 
community meetingtime could 
effectively eliminate classes 
that meet at 1 p.m. Monday-
Wednesday-Friday," and said, 
"the costs are too great, and 
the benefits too small." 
Other criticism of the plan 
includes a lack of student and 
faculty input in the decision, 
the contention that one hour is 
not long enough for such a 
meeting time and Friday after-
noon classes will interfere with 
students' weekend work sched-
ules. 
Originally, the block of time 
was supposed to have taken 
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News Briefs mm 
Thursday 
•Alcoholics Anonymous will have open discussion meet-
ings every Thursday in Dinkins 220 at 8 p.m. 
•There will be a meeting of the Society for Human Re-
sources Management at 5 p.m. in Thurmond 212. All majors are 
welcome. 
Tuesday 
•Worship with us at "Abundant Life in Christ" every Tues-
day at 9 p.m. in the basement of Roddey Apartments. 
Other 
Announcements 
•The Winthrop Bookstore will be returning overstocked 
textbooks beginning Feb. 22. 
•The Department of Residence Life is offering commuter 
students the option of renting a residence hall room on a daily 
basis for the remainder of the semester. Many times, the 
Residence Life Office is contacted by commuter students who 
want a room of a few days in order to work on papers and 
projects. The cost will be $15 per day. If commuter students are 
interested, please contact the Residence Life Office at #2223 
for further information and reservations. 
•The Bookstore will be closed March 8 for inventory. 
•The Winthrop Ambassadors are recruiting student partici-
pants for the 1993-94 school yea'. Interested students may 
pick up applications in the Admissions Office or contact Pam 
Ellenberger at ext. 2191. Deadline for applications is Fri., 
March 5. 
• Any male student interested in participating in the 1993 
Mr. Ebonite Pageant should contact Tiffany Armstrong at ext. 
4104, Sharon Allen at ext. 3267, Shannon Lee at 3037 or Benita 
Harris at ext. 3311. 
•All students are invited to attend the weekly meeting of the 
Winthrop University Student Government Association in Dinkins 
Auditorium at 9 p.m. every Monday night. 
•The honor society of Phi Kappa Phi is now accepting 
nominations for this year's Phi Kappa Phi Excellence in 
Teaching Award. All Winthrop students are invited to 
nominate professors they feel are deserving of such an honor. 
Nomination forms are available in the lobby of Dinkins. 
•Are you interested in writing about minority affairs? Then 
perhaps you should write for the Roddey-McMillan Record. 
For more information, call the Minority Life Office at ext. 2217. 
News Briefs must be received by 5 p.m. Friday. They must 
be typed or written legibly and cannot exceed 45 words. 
Announcements received after this time may not be 
printed, depending on space available. 
Tatler Yearbook group pictures will be 
rescheduled for Monday, Tuesday and 
Wednesday nights at 8-10 p.m. on the inside 
steps of Tillman. 
Groups can sign up for times on the sheet 
on the door of the Talter office. 
Also, any organization wishing to submit 
copy on philanthropies and community ser-
vice or pictures of their group should bring 
them to the Tatler office by March 4. 
Letters 
to the 
Editor 
§ 
FRI s mm 
Fundraiser for the homeless Ph0,° by Matthew Mink 
Everett Hutto of Sigma Nu fraternity gets help from Andy Zapisocki from Chase Bank who 
is getting students to apply for credit cards. Each completed application raises money for 
the homeless. 
Career Services can aid students 
with their job searching skills 
by Kaetrena Davis 
Features Writer 
Imagine that you will 
graduate in a couple of months, 
and while you are completely 
happy with your major and 
minor, you still have no clue 
how to apply your upcoming 
degree in the "real world." Well, 
don't panic, because with the 
help ofWinthrop's Career Ser-
vices you can get a head start 
in a short amount of time. 
"I have a seven step pro-
gram that allows seniors as 
well as other students to get a 
head start on job-hunting 
skills before they graduate," 
said Catherine Holmes, direc-
tor of Career Services. 
First, take an interest in-
ventory to determine what ca-
reers match your interests. 
This inventory is called COPS 
and can be obtained at the Ca-
reer Services office. 
Students can also sign up 
for the various job-hunting 
workshops that are offered by 
Career Services. 
These workshops provide 
students the chance to learn 
job-hunting skills, resume writ-
ing skills and what to expect at 
an interview. 
Writing a resume is the 
next step, but make sure you 
get it critiqued at least two or 
three times at Career Services. 
You also must open a career file 
at Career Services. 
After you attend the work-
shops, write a resume, and open 
a file, you can begin to start 
actually looking for jobs. 
Apply for the jobs posted at 
Career Services. They offer on 
campus recruitment, resume 
referrals and job postings 
throughout the southeast. 
Next, develop a thorough 
list of contacts and begin net-
working with faculty members 
and former employers. 
Finally, make an appoint-
ment with a counselor at ca-
reer services for coaching and 
support throughout your job-
hunting experience. 
The counselor can also 
help you stay focused and find 
the job you want. As an aid to 
your search for employment, 
invest in'a copy of "What Color 
is Your Parachute" and do the 
exercises in the book. " 
This book is an excellent 
tool for those students who 
are not sure about what their 
interests are. It is similar to 
COPS and vital to those who 
are job-hunting," Holmes 
said. 
If you do these simple 
steps, job-hunting will be less 
stressful in the long run. For 
more information, call ext. 
2141. 
Library Hours for spring break are: 
Sat., Mar 6 - Sun., Mar. 7 - Closed 
Mon., Mar 8 - Thur., Mar. 11 - 8a.m. - 5p.m. 
Fri., Mar. 12 - Sat., Mar. 13 - Closed 
Sun., Mar.14 - 6 - 10p.m. 
So what do you think? 
Let us know! Send in a 
letter to the editor. 
Mail it to P.O. Box 6800 
or drop it by the Publica-
t ions of f ice in Bancro f t 
Basement. W e look for-
ward to hearing from you! 
F f l l i l y 
"nrfc Ctuidj't Bui CktttAurttr" 
*>*• I* 
M - Fri 
5«t 8 am - ISO pm 
1S2 LAUREL 8T. 3 2 7 - 4 0 0 7 
Correction 
The article written last week about "Mass Communica-
tion Week" was written by Lisa Robinson - not Jill Robinson, 
as was printed. The Johnsonian apologizes for the error. 
CRISIS HELPLINE 
366-3333 
24 his. a day. 7 days a week 
Hurting? Lonely? 
Need to talk? 
We're Ready to Listen! 
A Chr i s t -Cente red Ou t r each in Rock Hill 
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Resident assistants do more 
than just manage hall floors 
Special lo The Johnsonian is there to be atriend. Well, cally but also a challen i l 
What does an resident as-
sistant really do? Theanswer-
a lot. 
You may be surprised to 
know that an R A, or resident 
assistant, doesn't just tell resi-
dents to "hold it down." 
One of the first tasks an 
R.A. has is to get to know the 
residents on his or her floor. 
This is easier said than done. 
Remember, there is only one 
R. A and, depending on which 
residence hall you're in, up to 
50 residents. 
To be able to program for 
these residents, theRA needs 
to know a little bit about what 
kind of people they are and 
why they like to do. 
RAs must work a num-
ber of office hours each week. 
And being a participant in 
residence hall activities like 
Hall Council is an important 
part of the job. 
R.A.o get to plan activi-
ties, but they get to enjoy them 
too. 
Most people think an R.A. 
they are in a sense. 
But R.As aren't trained 
counselors. Many times an 
R.A must refer residents to 
others who can help in what-
ever area they need. 
RAs certainly don't have 
all the answers, but they can 
helpyoufind someone who does. 
Does this sound like fun 
yet? Sure, there are other ben-
efits as well. Yes, RAs do get 
paid. And they get a private 
room at the cost of a double 
room. 
ButRA.s also learn to deal 
with others by developing com-
munication skills which will 
help them in the future in both 
their personal and professional 
lives. 
AndasanyfcrmerRA will 
tell you, being an R.A. im-
presses employers too. Serving 
as an R A is an exciting and 
rewarding experience. 
It's an opportunity not only 
to help others create a commu-
nity and encourage them to 
grow personally and academi-
ll ge for 
you to grow and explore your 
own potential. 
So, if you're interested, in-
formation sessions will beheld 
in the residence halls all week 
long. These sessions are de-
signed to answer all those other 
questions that you might have 
about the R.A position. 
If you want to apply to be-
come an R. A. next fall, you can 
pick up an information packet 
from the Residence Life office, 
Dinkins 233. 
The information sessions 
will be held all over campus at 
a variety of times to meet 
everyone's needs. 
The deadline to submit 
your application is March 5. 
Go ahead. "Get a life"-
Residence Life! 
The remaining informa-
tion sessions will be held: 
•Wed., Feb. 24 at 7 p.m. in 
Wofford Basement 
•Wed., Feb. 24 at 9 p.m. in 
Lee Wicker Lounge 
•Thurs., Feb. 25 at 8 p.m. 
in Phelps TV Room 
Aerobic dancing fundraiser planned 
Special to The Johnsonian 
A Shape Up to benefit cys-
tic fibrosis will be held at 
Peabody Gym, Room 106 on 
March 19, accordingto Maggie 
Bobo, chairperson of the event. 
Representatives from stu-
dent organizations across cam-
pus will participate in aerobic 
dancing from 6 p.m. until mid-
night to raise funds to help 
fight cystic- fibrosis. 
They will be raising money 
by obtaining donations from 
faculty, staff, friends, and rela-
tives for each hour they exer-
cise during the event. 
The representatives from 
each organization will share the 
exercise time, so that no one 
has to "sweat" for the entire 
sis-hour period. 
Even though there are only 
five representatives .from each 
organization, every other 
member can collect donations 
to support their representa-
tives. 
Each participant raising 
$35 or more will receive a 
cystic fibrosis t-shirt. 
If any organization would 
like to participate in this fund-
raising event, a representative 
should contact Maggie Bobo at 
ext. 2123. 
Homecoming 
Winners 
Queen 
Chirstie Sanford is a jun-
ior majoring in mathematics. 
She is the daughter of 
Johnny P. Sanford of Rock 
Hill, S.C. 
She was sponsored by 
Kappa Mu Epsilon. 
Sanford is a Winthrop 
Ambassador, a member ofthe 
Student Alumni Council, 
Dean's list student and presi-
dent of Alpha Delta Pi soror-
ity. 
First Runner-Up 
Shannon Cripps is a se-
nior majoring in elementary 
education and is the daugh-
ter of Val and Linda Cripps of 
Fort Mill,SC. 
Cripps was sponsored by 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon. 
She is a member of Sigma 
Sigma Sigma sorority, a 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon little 
sister and a member of the 
Winthrop coaliton for the 
Homeless. 
Overt 7 Days until midnight. 
500 off any 
hoagie STEAJfn HOAGLE 
Expire* 3/17/93 
10% off with student ID 
324-3000 Taste the 
760 CHERRY ROAD difference! — ! • • • • • • • • • • • • • • RUMHUHBi 
Located, across 
from the Commons 
Scenes from Homecoming '93: Skit Night Homecoming 1993 Event Results 
Skit Nioht 
Honorable Mention: 
Alpha Delta Pi sisters "wafik like an Egyptian." Delta Zeta sorority comes to the end of their skit. 
Photos by Matthew Mink 
Pi Kappa Alpha, Alpha 
Delta Pi 
Winners: Delta Zeta 
Float Competition 
Honorable Mention: 
Zeta Tau Alpha, Sigma 
Sigma Sigma, Delta 
Zeta 
Pi Kappa Alpa members look "ravishing" as they begin. 
Winners: Pi Kappa Al-
pha 
Banner Competition 
Honorable Mention: 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, 
Zeta Tau Alpha, Alpha 
Delta Pi 
Winners: Pi Kappa Al-
! Ph a 
Spirit Competition 
Honorable Mention: 
Sigma Sigma Sigma, 
Delta Zeta, Alpha Delta 
Pi 
Winners: Zeta Tau Al-
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Greek Happenings 
A B r i E Z H 0 I K A M N E O n P I T Y d> X f £1 
The Greek Happenings column is a way for Greek 
organizations on campus to make announcements to the 
student body. 
•The Epsilon Eta chapter of Pi Kappa Phi would like to 
announce the Alpha Beta Spring '93 Pledge class: 
Chip Smith Chris Ecker 
Scott Whiddon Jamie Tarlton 
Wes Carver Justin Guest 
Michael Valenta 
•The lota Phi chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha Professional 
Business fraternity would like to announce their Spring 1993 
Pledge class: 
Jennifer Baxley 
Brad Deese 
Keisha Diamond 
Amy Evans 
Hieu Giang 
Katherine Hardwick 
Robin Hester 
Micheal Howe 
Nikki Johnson 
Loren Lamson 
Heather Martin 
Amy Peeler 
Michael Roddey 
Karen St. Clair 
Cleo White 
Anthony Woods 
•The brothers of the Theta Sigma Chapter of Pi Kappa Alpha 
fraternity would like to congratulate Christi Sanford on becoming 
1993 Homecoming Queen. We would also like to congratulate 
all of the officers who were elected in the SGA/DSU elections. 
•Delta Zeta will be having a car wash on Sat., Feb. 27 at 
11p.m. in the Substation II parking lot. 
Delta Zeta would like to thank everyone who bought items 
at our bake sale on Feb. 22. Thanks for supporting our 
philanthropy. 
•Kappa Sigma colony will be holding a "Bowl-A-Thon" on 
Feb. 28 to help with the financial obligations involved with 
establishing a fraternity. All pledges of Kappa Sigma will be 
accepting donations through the 28. For information, contact 
the Kappa Sigma pledges or call Matt Morris at ext. 1840. 
•The Mu Xi chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority, Inc. is 
on the quest for participants in the Annual Showtime at the 
Apollo, to be held on Mar. 20 at 8 p.m. For more information, 
contact Mia Williams-3338, Allison Brooks-3124 orNikkole 
Davis- 3025. 
RUSH to greet the challenge with New Start 
S tudent Association. Informal ga therng 
scheduled Feb. 26, at 7 p.m. in Kinard 101-102. 
Child care will be provided. 
Open to anyone interested in the needs of the 
non-traditional student. Call 327-7555 for more 
information. 
Over lOO,OOO Books In Stock 
Organized by Author In 75 Categories 
Book Gift Certificates 
Book Finder Service For Special or Out-of-Prlnt Editions 
Special Orders Given Special Attention 
Over 800 Different Magazines 
Out of Town Newspapers 
Stationery and School Supplies 
Come See Us First For The BEST Prices and 
Selection of Textbooks 
Bookworm 
VJJEMP / * ^ n n COUTH o a n m IMA INC. OF S T  CAROLINA, I . 
"A General Bookstore" 
700 Cherty RoaO - Rack Hill • South Carolina • 29732 
Rollerblading 
On campus or cross-country, 
it's taking the nation by storm 
by Yolanda Seabrooks 
Staff Writer 
Have you ever been walk-
ing around campus and 
somebody whizzed by you 
on skates? 
Chances are that per-
son was rollerblading. 
Rollerblading can be an 
activity spotted quite fre-
quently these days. 
According to Melissa Pe-
ters, an avid rollerblader, 
rollerblading combines the 
best of both worlds of ice-
skating and rollerskating. 
"It provides the stability 
of rollerskates, yet it maneu-
vers like ice skates. I wasn't 
good at either of these be-
fore," she said. 
Peters first got inter-
ested in rollerblading about 
a year ago through a mem-
ber of the swim team she 
coached. She liked it so much 
she brought her own pair. 
Peters and a friend, 
Shelley Dutton, are trying to 
start a rollerblading club. 
"it was the way to see D.C." 
Melissa Peters, 
Rollerblader who recently toured 
Washington, D.C., on skates. 
"I see a lot of people on 
campus doing it," she said. "I 
think we should all get together 
and meet each other. It'sfunto 
have someone to skate with 
because we can learn a lot 
from each other." 
Rollerbladinghas its perks. 
It gives your legs a good work-
out. Peters said it's more of a 
mental thing for her. 
It's relaxing and a great 
way to "escape," she said 
She has recently spent a 
week in Washington, D.C., tour-
ing, not by a bus or a tour group, 
but by rollerblading. 
"It was faster. I missed the 
crowds. It wasn'ttiring....Itwas 
the way to see D.C." 
Peters also provides a word 
of caution, "Don't wear 
rollerblades on stairs because 
that is how I got kicked out of 
Lincoln Memorial," she said. 
Rollerblading seems to 
have a future. People of all 
ages have been taken to it. 
Peters said, "I now have 
my little sister and my mom 
rollerblading." 
There is an annual skate 
in Charleston coming up 
called "Wheel Good Weekend." 
It is a two-day event filled 
with races basically for any-
thing on wheels, such as 
wheelchairs, bicycles and 
skates. 
The first day has short 
races with nothing over 6.5 
miles. The second day is a 
100-mile skate from Charles-
ton to Myrtle Beach. 
See ROLLERBLADING, pg. 5 
Fraternity aids the handicapped 
with national philanthropy 
by Kristin A. Cralne 
Special to The Johnsonian 
What is beingdonetohelp 
the physically challenged? Pi 
Kappa Phi fraternity is doing 
its part. 
Pi Kappa Phi's national 
philanthropy is called PUSH, 
People Understanding the Se-
verely Handicapped. PUSH is 
an organization actually 
founded by the Pi Kapps to 
raise money and conduct 
projects to help the physically 
underprivileged. 
Last October, "Give a 
PUSH Weekend" was held in 
Roanoke,Va. Pi Kapps from 
everywhere, including Win-
throp, came to assist in a 
project for Penn Forest El-
ementary. 
The Pi Kapps established 
a playground there which is 
fully accessible to the handi-
capped. They also built wheel-
chair paths in the park at the 
school. 
The project is not com-
plete. "It's an ongoing process," 
said Erik Smith, president of 
the Pi Kappa Phi fraternity. 
Clemson camp, another 
PUSH project will be held 
March 13-18. During this pe-
riod, the Pi Kapps will build a 
boat dock, an arts and crafts 
center and wheelchair paths. 
Another camp will be held 
in Orlando. 
At this camp, the Pi Kapps 
will build a wilderness obser-
vation center and renovate cur-
rent facilities. 
Fundraisers are also a big 
part of the PUSH organization. 
One of the most well-known 
is the Toll Roads, a fund raiser 
in which the Pi Kapps go the 
streets and stop people in their 
cars. Then, they provide the 
information about PUSH and 
ask for small contributions. 
Last year, PUSH raised 
$235 thousand according to 
the committee chair John 
Tuckweiller. 
This year's goal is 
$265,000. Smith said the Pi 
Kapps are very close to making 
their goal. 
"One of our big goals is to 
get something done locally," 
Smith said. 
However, the money raised 
has to go where it will help the 
most people. This means the 
money usually goes to the 
larger cities. 
Since PUSH started, the 
organization has raised $2.2 
million from the chapters' fund 
raisers alone. Another $1 mil-
lion came from assisting orga-
nizations. Of that money 
$2,500 came from the Rock Hill 
community. 
"Pi Kappa Phi's CEO, 
Durward Owen, attributes 
PUSH's success to the fact that 
'people defend what they cre-
ate.' Pi Kappa Phi is 100 per-
cent devoted to PUSH," Smith 
said. 
Black History Month Calendar Events 
Feb 1-26, Dacus Library 
The Civil Rights Movement of 
Rock Hill 
sponsored by the Archives, Ron 
Chepesuik, #2131 
Feb. 25, 8p.m. Dinkins 
Auditorium 
The Contributions of our 
Black Forefathers in 
American History 
sponored by Residence Life, 
#3380 
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Voter turnout for SGA election 
improvement over past years 
Police Beat 
by Alvin McEwen 
News Editor 
Only 970 studen ts voted in 
lastWednesday's Student Gov-
ernment Association election, 
but that is an improvement 
over previous years, said Kevin 
Page, elections board chair-
person. 
Out of5,300 students, Page 
said 970voted.That constitutes 
18 percent of the student body. 
In last year's election, only 
618 ballots were submitted. 
This meant 13 percent of 
Winthrop'sstudentbody voted. 
Theyearbefore only 11 percent 
voted. 
Over the past 10 years, 
voter turnout in SGA elections 
has decreased, said Patrick 
Worrill, SGA public relations. 
Worrill did a study about 
voter turnout for a class. He 
presented the paper to SGA 
Senate last semester. 
* He said he found a correla-
tion between the number of 
fraternity and sorority mem-
bers gaining a Senate office 
and the decrease of voter turn-
out. 
He said the times when 
fewer students voted, more fra-
ternity and sorority members 
won office. 
Sanford will recruit new students 
in role of Homecoming Queen 
by Alvin McEwen 
News Editor 
When Christie Sanford 
heard that she won the title of 
1992-93 Homecoming Queen, 
she wanted to jump up and 
down and yell. She said she 
then remembered that she was 
in front of a large group of 
people and for that reason, she 
remained calm. 
Sanford was crowned 
Homecoming Queen Saturday 
night at the halftime of 
Winthrop's Homecominggame 
against Radford. She said she 
was nervous and did not ex-
ROLLERBLADING 
Continued from pg. 4 
Peters says, "It is basically 
done to get all the skaters to-
gether. People from as far away 
as Washington State come to 
the annual skate. You do not 
have to do the full 100 miles. 
There will be transportation 
provided if you get tired." Pe-
ters' goal is between 50-100 
miles. 
The Charleston event is a 
bigfund-raiser for charity. This 
year, all proceeds will go to the 
"Make-A-Wish Foundation," 
which provides the money for 
pect win. 
Sanford, president of Al-
pha Delta Pi and a Winthrop 
Ambassador, said she was 
asked by the president and sec-
retary of Kappa Mu Epsilon to 
be their representative. 
"I just said yeah. . said 
Sanford, " I didn't mind doing 
it." 
She said she didn't know 
that she would make it that 
far. 
Itfs an honor to be Home-
coming Queen, Sanford said. 
She is from Rock Hill and said 
she loves Winthrop. She said 
she always felt she made the 
right choice by coming to Win-
throp. 
Sanford said as Homecom-
ing Queen, she will recruit stu-
dents for Winthrop. 
Shannon Cripps, a mem-
ber of Sigma Sigma Sigma so-
rority, was first runner-up. 
Other women who were in the 
competition were:Tina Adams, 
Heather Ashmore, Meredith 
Byers, Allison Cooper, Sonya 
Gary, Joetta Irving, Maria 
Malambri, Kristi Parker, 
Kristen Shaver and Deirdra 
Stewart. 
terminally ill children to have 
their last wish granted. 
So, how much does a good 
pair of rollerblades cost? 
"A good pair starts at $ 15," 
Peters said. "You may as well 
invest in a good pair from the 
start if you want to progress 
later." 
Anyone interested in join-
ing the rollerblading club can 
contact Peters at ext. 4197 or 
Dutton at 328-2749. 
Anyone can also find out 
about races and organized 
skates with the Charlotte 
group. 
The Charlotte group con-
sists of about 40-50 people 
who meet every Sunday at 2 
p.m. in Charlotte at the YMCA 
to go rollerblading. They have 
beginning, intermediate and 
speed rollerbladers. 
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POLICE BEAT is a weekly column featured through the 
collaboration of the Winthrop University Police Department and 
The Johnsonian. The purpose of POLICE BEAT is to provide 
Winthrop students, faculty and staff with an awareness of crime 
and criminal offenses which could occur on campus or in the 
surrounding community. 
2-3-93 DUS First offense, possession by minor, open 
container 
Officer stopped vehicle that was swerving and smelled alcohol 
on the subject. Officer found the subject to be DUS and also a 
minor in possession and open container. 
2-6-93 Vandalism 
Sometime during the night, someone smashed out the windows 
in two Coliseum vans. Damage is estimated at $800. 
2-8-93 Petty larceny 
Complainant left her running shoes in the hall to let themdry and, 
upon returning from class, they were gone. The shoes are 
described as size 6 Nike "Air Pegasus," white in color with the 
Nike logo in purple and black stirpes. 
2-10-93 Burglary 2nd degree, petty larceny 
Officer was called to Margaret Nance where the complainant 
had found her window open and room ransacked. $40 in cash 
was missing from her wallet. 
2-20-93 Vandalism to auto 
Complainant returned to her vehicle parked in the Withers 
parking lot and noticed that the plastic window on the driver's 
side had been cut open. Nothing was missing from the vehicle. 
Public Safety Forum 
Signs have been posted at the newly painted disabled parking 
spaces. Citations are being issued for violators in the posted 
areas. Persons requiring disabled permits should see Tracy 
Moore, Student Development Coordinator, 230 Dinkins. 
One Hundred Percent 
Real Mozzarella 
Cheese. 
Always 100% reel mozzarela cheese for 
our three homemade crusts - New York 
Style, Original Thin or Chicago Deep Dish. 
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Clinton needs 
support now 
Only one month after Presi-
dent Bill Clinton has taken of-
fice, many are criticizing some 
of his policies. The greatest criti-
cism has been, perhaps, over 
his economic plan which will 
place more of a tax burden on 
the middle class, in part by a 
proposed energy tax. 
Clinton has also been criti-
cized for his determination to let 
homosexuals serve in the mili-
tary. Surely, he will face much 
more criticism in the coming days 
and weeks due to all the changes 
he is attempting to make. 
But wait. Wasn't change 
what everyone said they wanted 
during the election? Didn't ev-
eryone who voted for Clinton 
want to abolish the status quo? 
Certainly, they did, but it 
seems that many were naive 
enough to believe that all these 
earth-shattering changes would 
come about witliout any personal 
sacrifices. Perhaps that was 
because Clinton was successful 
in creating his neo-Democrat 
image or simply because of the 
overwhelming frustration with the 
incumbents in the last election. 
Whatever the reasons were 
for electing Clinton, the majority 
of voters in this country did 
choose him. Now many of those 
voters are whining about the 
changes that are being made. 
This is no time, however, to 
be a nation of whiners and com-
plainers. It is a time to be strong, 
stand behind the president and 
the choice that was made in 
electing him. 
There is a cliche that says 
anything worthwhile will not 
come easily. That isusually true. 
It would have been easy to spend 
four more years with a Republi-
can president; but, the people of 
the United States chose not to 
do that. If people will give the 
president the time he needs to 
accomplish what he said he 
would before making any final 
judgements, this country may 
finally get the worthwhile change 
it needs. 
Letter policy reminder 
The Johnsonian's new policy concerning letters to the 
editor requires that letters be no more than one 
double-spaced typewritten page. Letters longer than 
this may not be printed. Please remember, as always, 
letters to the editor must be signed and include the 
author's phone number. Letters will be printed based 
upon when they are received. Deadline for letters is 
5 p.m. Fridays. Those letters received after this time 
may not be printed, depending on space available. 
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'MOM 
Professor disagrees 
with budget article 
To the Editor: 
Permit me a brief response 
to an article in the Feb. 10 
issue of The Johnsonian en-
titled "Department heads say 
budget cuts have not affected 
students." 
First off, I would hardly 
call the views of just two de-
partment heads as a represen-
tative sample of opinion, per-
haps the headline should have 
started with "2." But more im-
portantly, any attempt to por-
tray the current budget crisis 
we all face here at Winthrop as 
"not affecting students," or only 
indirectly affecting faculty, is 
both misguidedand dangerous. 
It is misguided because it 
is just not true. Yes the lights 
continue to burn in our class-
rooms and offices, and to the 
outside observer things are 
normal here at Winthrop. But 
Letter to the Editor 
this tacade ot normalcy 
are plenty of negative conse-
quences, pain and concern. 
I simply do not understand 
how anyone can watch or par-
ticipate in budget cuts and con-
clude there is little effect on 
students? If this is true, are 
they really saying the cuts have 
hurt everyone else except the 
students, or is the implication 
that these cuts have not hurt 
anyone? 
I seriously doubt any ma-
jority of students, faculty or 
staff would agree the cuts to 
date have not hurt. There is 
little to be gained from a long 
"laundry list" of budget cuts, 
but let me offer two examples. 
1) All departments have 
just completed a review of their 
library journals subscriptions, 
and were asked to propose cuts 
in excess of 30 percent of cur-
rent titles. When these cuts 
take hold, they will have a no-
ticeable impact on anyone who 
uses the library. 
2) Many departments and 
faculty desire to purchase new 
equipment (in many cases only 
for replacement purposes). But, 
even thinking about these 
needs, let alone trying to meet 
some of them, pose real ob-
stacles and choices. 
Ask any department in 
need of new or replacement 
equipment, and you'll quickly 
understand the real and po-
tential impact budget cuts have 
had on their programs. I doubt 
there is one department that 
has been able to acquire what 
See PROFESSOR, pg. 7 
Think upon this... 
Our minds always grow 
by Amy Reynolds 
Columnist 
As a child, it is easy to adopt the shady 
belief that by the time you get out of college, 
you will know absolutely everything. 
In a child's mind, "growing up" is strictly 
of the body. "Growing up" is nothing more to 
the 5 or 6-year-old than a stretching of bones 
and skin and a lengthening of hair. 
Children think that once they reach that 
absolute point of height, weight and shoe-
size, nothing else happens. 
We have all come to this university from 
different backgrounds with different mo-
tives. Despite such variety in our back-
grounds, though, the basic reason for our 
presence at Winthrop is, indeed, to become 
educated. In other words, we are all here to 
grow up in ways that over-step our bodies,-
and creep into that darker area of the mind. In 
this, we never stop growing up, for human 
beings don't ever use as much of their brains 
as they could. 
As the days pass, and the moon turns its 
face in seemingly different directions, I real-
ize more and more how much I do not know, 
and how important it is to be confused some of 
the time. 
It's easy to fall into the belief that one 
should know everything, and always be aware 
of exactly what is going on. 
On the contrary, though, we are learning 
the most when we are indeed confused, and 
when we challenge ourselves to overcome such 
confusion in the simple hope that, sometime, 
we will reach a point of clarity. It is at such 
times that we realize the true nature of growth, 
only to continue endlessly growing. 
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Take our jobs - please! 
Board of Student Publications accepting 
applications for editors for 1993-94 year 
Applications are being accepted through Wed., March 17 for 
Letters to the Editor 
You could look like 
this...by choice. 
Student says country needs to change moral attitudes 
Dear Editor, 
I just want to respond to 
the cartoon shown on your opin-
ion section in the Feb. 3 edi-
tion. I am sick and tired of 
hearing and seeing the term 
homophobic. The term was in-
vented by homosexuals in or-
der to denigrate anyone who 
disagreed with their CHOICE 
of lifestyle. I think that it is odd 
to have those who engage in 
unnatural and immoral behav-
ior use terms that try to give 
them a psychological boost. It 
is odd indeed that I suffer from 
a phobia because I find the act 
of two men engaging in sodomy 
and other unnatural practices 
disgusting, while those who 
actually engage in it are OK, 
and simply living an alterna-
tive lifestyle. 
It is thinking like this that 
is pushing this nation toward a 
moral catastrophe. Everyday 
we see news of people and chil-
dren killing and shooting each 
other for things as simple as 
sandwiches and sneakers. 
This country is in a moral 
deficit and it is evident that it 
is getting worse. Beyond this, 
we are now being forced to ac-
cept the homosexuality, which 
we know is wrong, and to be 
tolerant of it. 
I say it is time to take a 
stand against these "politically 
correct" gurus who preach tol-
erance, acceptance and under-
standing. We must be aware of 
the feelings of those who err 
and do wrong. 
Oh no, that is being big-
oted and reminiscent of NAZI 
Germany. Basic right and 
wrong are still around despite 
what so many people want to 
believe or rationalize away. 
Sincerely, 
Dan Palmer 
Ed i to r of t he 1993-94 Roddey-McMillan Record 
Winthrop 's Minority and Cul tural Diversi ty Publ icat ion 
For more information, contact Dr. J.W. Click, chair, Board of Interviews for ed i tors 
Student Publications, at 2121; The Johnsonian office at 3419 . . . . __ . __ . __ 
or Tom Webb, association dean for student activities, at 2249. WMI D e M a r c n ** a n a 
Editor of the 1993-94 JOHNSONIAN 
Winthrop's Weekly Newspaper 
Edi tor of t he 1994 Tat ler 
Winthrop's Yearbook 
Edi tor of t he 1993 Anthology 
Winthrop's Li te rary Magazine 
Applications available at 
•Dinkins Student Union 
•English department 
office 
• Mass communication 
department office 
•Johnsonian office, 
Bancroft Basement 
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they believe they need. If I'm 
wrong, someone please take the 
time to correct me. 
I see two "dangers" from 
the attitudes described in your 
article and the impression it 
leaves that these budget cuts 
have had no effect. First, the 
portrayal of budget cuts or our 
budget situation as having 
little impact can only make it 
easier for governmental lead-
ers to propose or make more 
cuts. Imagine for one minute 
how the tone of your article 
might be received in Colum-
bia? 
If I was a legislator, it would 
be easy to conclude that mem-
bers of the General Assembly 
haven't cut enough "up there 
at Winthrop." 
There is also danger in 
trivializing (intentional or not) 
the impact of these cuts. Itrisks 
ignoring the human/personal 
dimension to our budget cir-
cumstances. All of us who work 
at Winthrop—for and because 
of students—feel less impor-
tant and less appreciated when 
we are asked to endure the 
seemingly endless demands to 
sacrifice more. It affects mo-
rale, and this in turn has an 
impact on how all of us do our 
jobs. 
Worse yet, what about the 
students? Attitudes like these 
may not only patronize them, 
but also have a negative im-
pact on ho w they think of th em-
selves and the value of the edu-
cational enterprise they are 
engaged in. 
Such attitudes may also 
call into the question the com-
mitment of faculty and staff in 
fighting to preserve and im-
prove Winthrop, not only for 
ourselves but our students. 
There is little to be gained 
from unfair criticism or unnec-
essary confrontation amongthe 
Winthrop community over our 
budget situation. I don't be-
lieve my comments have done 
either. But there is also little to 
be gained, and much more to 
lose, when we analyze or con-
front these problems unrealis-
tically. With all due respect, I 
believe this is what your ar-
ticle did. 
Sincerely, 
John Euchner 
Political Science 
The 
Johnsonian 
will not be 
published for 
the next two 
weeks due to 
Spring Break. 
Normal 
publication will 
resume Wed, 
March 17. 
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Student theatre production 
'Museum' to run this week 
by Lori A. Mazell 
Culture Editor 
Winthrop Theatre's latest 
production, "Museum" by Tina 
Howe, is set to begin tonight at 
8 p.m. in Tillman Auditorium. 
This student-produced 
play, directed by Jeff Revels 
and Heather Everman running 
from Feb. 24-27, is a satire 
about avant garde art and the 
people connected with it. 
The story opens on the last 
day of a museum exhibit where 
the artists are expected to make 
and appearance. The art sur-
prises the people. "Everything 
goes crazy," said Jeff Revels co-
director of the work. 
The idea for this student 
production originally took the 
form of a student works night. 
Revels proposed that the night 
center on one large scale work 
that was student-directed and 
produced. 
The proposal was accepted, 
however. Such and undertak-
ing by one student director 
would be difficult, so two direc-
tors to share the responsibility 
was the alternative accepted. 
The selected play, "Mu-
seum," provides a good start 
forfuture studentproductions. 
With its direction, 17-member 
cast, movement ensemble, 
music composition, dance cho-
reography, scene design and 
construction crews made up 
entirely of students, this play 
utilizes many art forms and 
people. 
"If received well, it will 
open the way for more student 
Q 
useum 
By TINA HOWE 
Hcattiar K Ev«rm«n 
and J»ttr»y 
24-27,1993 
8 p.m. 
Tillman Auditorium 
Winthrop University 
Rock Hill S.C 
Museum of York County 
honors Black History 
Month with two tributes 
Special to The Johnsonian 
The Museum of York County will be offering two 
programs honoring Black History Month this week. 
Feb. 27 at 2 p.m. the museum will present "Got to Go 
Tell It: A Tribute to Mahalia Jackson," a portrait of the 
legendary gospel singer. 
Often called "Ther Queen of the Gospels, Jackson 
spread the religious music of African-Americans from 
congregations in small churches to vast audiences through-
out the world. 
Highlights of the tribute will include footage ot 
Jackson's funeral in Chicago in 1972, attended by more 
than 40,000 people. . 
On Feb. 28 at 2:15 p.m. a Winthrop University gospel 
group, The Ebonites, will be performing traditional spiri-
tuals as well as contemporary and modern gospel songs. 
Immediately following the performance a lecture will 
be given on West African reflections in African American 
life by Dr. Mario Azevedo, chairman of African and Afri-
can-American studies at UNC- Charlotte. 
Admission to both events is free. 
Contact the museum of York County for more infor-
mation. 
productions, " Everman said. 
"The faculty has given us a lot 
of support." 
Compared to previous 
works accomplished by Revels 
and Everman respectively, this 
endeavor is a challenge. "It's 
not just acting," commented 
Revels on the attention to de-
tail needed in producing the 
performance. 
This play promises the the-
atre-goer a little bit of every-
thing and is an approved Cul-
tural Event. 
The Department of 
Theatre and Dance will 
continue auditions for 
this semester's student 
directed one-act plays 
on Feb. 24 from 6-8 p.m 
in Rutledge Rm. 132. 
Winthrop Theatre 
presents 
Museum 
by Tina Howe 
Feb. 24-27 
8 p.m. 
Tillman Auditorium 
directed by 
Jeff Revels and Heather Everman 
The Johnsonian 
is Recyclable 
Cultural 'Events 
Date Time Event Place 
Feb.24 7 p.m. 
Feb. 24 8 p.m. 
Feb. 24- 8 p.m. 
27 
Feb.28 2 & 7 p.m. 
Mar. 1 7:30 p.m. 
Mar. 1 8 p.m. 
Presentation and discussion Dink. 220 
of issues related to "Interracial 
Realtionships" 
Black History Month Carnival Dinkins 
Winthrop Theatre Production: Till. Aud. 
"Museum" 
Foreign Film Series: Kin. Aud. 
"The Conformist" 
Lecture: "White Studies Dink. Aud. 
Revisited: Another look at 
the Cultural Imperialism of 
Contemporary US Higher Education 
Faculty Series: Phil Thompson Till. Aud. 
Woodwinds 
For information regarding changes, additions, or 
cancellations, call the Cultural Events Hotline at 4636, line 1 
1 
Photo by Jody He 
A taste of Ancient times 
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'Britain through the- earnerci s eye 
Professor to take students 
to England for photography 
— . — —— : Wt.inp all kinds o by Walter E. Mondo 
Spotlight Editor 
Phil Moody, aWin-
throp photography pro-
fessor from Scotland, 
will be taking a group 
of students on a pho-
tography field trip to 
England from May 10-
21. 
Moody will take 11 
students for a 10-day 
discovery of London and 
its surroundings. This 
trip is "a mixture of 
cultural and profes-
sional learning," Moody 
said. Students are go-
ingtoflyfromNewYork 
City to Gatwick, south 
of London. Upon ar-
rival, Moody will pick 
up a vehicle and drive 
students to the small 
coastal town of 
Chichester which will 
be their base. 
Here, students will 
discover the most in-
tact remaining Roman villa. 
They will tour the countryside, 
including wild landscapes and 
small typical English villages. 
Moody describes villages from 
southern England as being 
"compact, green, with typical 
circles of grass where people 
are playing cricket." 
They will make trips east 
and west of Chichester. On the 
west side, they will visit Ports-
mouth, Southampton, 
Stonehenge, and maybe 
Salisbury.On the east side, they 
will see Brighton and probably 
Canterbury and its famous ca-
thedral. 
What will atypical day look 
like? The day will start with a 
very informal lecture summa-
rizing what the students will 
PhSI Moody 
see, and they will be given his-
torical details. Then, students 
will go discover southern En-
gland. Nevertheless, Moody 
will give students the option to 
go to London right away, on 
their own, if they want to. 
Moody always avoids retain-
inghis students, because of the 
very nature of photography. 
"Photography is based on 
instinct, and, consequently it 
is necessary to let people travel 
around on their own," Moody 
said. Moody remembers the 
last trip he and Winthrop stu-
dents madetoScotlandin 1991. 
Most students were keeping a 
journal in which they were 
writing about their experi-
ences, what they saw and en-
joyed. Also, students were col-
lect g f 
objects, such as bus 
tickets. What they 
really wanted was to 
keep something from 
Scotland. Moody as a 
photographer and 
educator expects to 
observe the same pat-
terns in students' 
behavior this year. 
One great attrac-
tion of this trip will be 
the visit of 
Stonehenge because it 
is the most famous 
prehistoric site in the 
world. This site is so 
old that it might ac-
tually precede the 
building of the pyra-
mids in Egypt. 
Stonehenge was de-
signed according to 
complex mathemati-
cal principles. But, 
Photo oy HOO VJUZIS nobody really knows 
why. One known 
speculation is one of 
the giant astronomic calen-
dar. According to this theory, 
Stonehenge monuments were 
built to serve as a tool for plan-
ning seasons and the spring 
equinox. 
"It is certainly not a con-
struction of druids executing 
religious sacrifices as the myth 
pretends," Moody said. Stu-
dents will discover a different 
country, but also another 
world. The concept of space is 
different in Great Britain than 
it is America. 
"It is possible to get away 
from everything and find tran-
quility and inspiration in a 
landscape of dreams, and this 
without traveling far," Moody 
Photo by Hicnara Bannister 
How to protect your assets the British way! 
See England, pg. 16 
Spotlight Is anything that interests you. 
Let us know your ideas. 
Call The Johnsonian office at 323-3419 or drop us 
a note at 
P.O. Box 6800. 
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Music, comedy highlight DSU 
Reese starts off weekend with comedy act 
by Janet A. Brindle 
Staff Writer 
The man from Iowa. 
The bald, young man from 
Iowa. 
The bald, young man from 
Sioux City, Iowa, is coming to 
entertain. 
Don Reese is coming to 
Winthrop on Thurs., Feb. 25 at 
9 p.m. in McBryde. Admission 
is $1 with Winthrop ID and $3 
without ID. 
Reese has been seen on 
television shows such as Laff 
TV, A & E's Comedy On the 
Road, MTVs Half Hour Com-
edy Hour, Night Shift and Al-
most Live. 
He has entertained col-
lege students all over the 
United States at institu-
tions such as Colorado 
Mountain Colleges, Univer-
sity of Charleston, Penn 
State Behrand, Iowa State 
University and Wabash Col-
lege. 
Reese's combination of 
"friendly ghoulishness" and 
"sparks- flying timing" have 
created a style of on all kinds of 
subjects. He has been known 
to take audiences through 
Batman and the Amish in the 
same show. 
The "Cleveland Plain 
Dealer," as he is called, has 
become one of the most 
sought after performers today. 
Here is your chance to find out 
why. 
Rick Kelly 
Photo courtesy of Kelley Entertainment 
Kelley concert sure to be 
unusual evening at ATS 
by Janet Brindle 
Staff Writer 
When was the last time 
you were involved in a James 
Brown "Scream-Off," a limbo 
contest, dancing "The Stroll" 
to Smokey Robinson's "Tracks 
OfMy Tears," or choreographed 
routines to Wilson Pickett? It 
was probably at a Rick Kelley 
concert. 
Kelley will be appearing, 
free of charge, at Dinkins ATS 
on Fri., Feb. 27 at 9 p.m. 
Kelley has been gaining in 
popularity as a singer, 
songwriter and keyboardist for 
the past seven years. His 
unique style of crowd interac-
tion, interpretation ofMotown-
soul classics and original ma-
terial have earned him the 
National Association of Cam-
pus Activities Coffeehouse En-
tertainer of the Year award in 
1989, 1990 and 1992. 
Seven hundred colleges all 
over the U.S. have been ex-
posed to Kelley's unique enter-
tainment style. 
Doris Ross of Rio Grande 
College said, "Thanks for a fun-
filled entertaining evening. 
You were able to get the audi-
ence involved and enthusiastic 
about your program." 
Come join the crowd who 
will be singing along to origi-
nal reggae, R&B or having a 
beach music shag fest. 
Quote of the Week 
"There's no such thing as a normal 
relationship." 
Question of the Week 
'Is there a normal' population left in America 
or have we all turned into extremists?" 
Comedian Don Reese 
Photo courtesy of DSU 
Award-winning guitarist McLaughlin 
performs original acoustic tunes 
by Janet A. Brindle 
Staff Writer 
Inhale Pink, Exhale Blue. 
And listen to the sounds of Billy 
McLaughlin at Winthrop on 
Sat., Feb. 27 at Dinkins ATS 
at 9 p.m. as he plays songs 
from two hit albums. This 
show is an approved cultural 
event and admission is free. 
McLaughlin, who gradu-
ated from the USC School of 
Music as a Magna Cum Laude 
in guitar performance, has 
been touringthe country at over 
100 colleges and universities 
with his group. 
In 1989, McLaughlin was 
voted "Best Acoustic Guitar 
Player" in Minnesota, and was 
nominated for the National 
Association of Campus Activi-
ties Jazz Entertainer of the 
Year. At the Minnesota Music 
Awards in 1990, The Billy 
McLaughlin Group was se-
lected as New Age Group of the 
Year. 
Some of the members of 
The Billy McLaughlin group 
have gotten their training with 
Billy McLaughlin 
artists such as Prince, Patti 
Labelle and Frank Zappa. 
"Billboard Magazine" said, 
"Guitar maestro McLaughlin 
has sometimes been labeled 
, 
Photo courtesy of DSU 
'new age,' but his unique, re-
strained approach to fretboard 
playing, as well as his eclectic 
original compositions, defy cat-
egorization." 
Everyone that's ever picked up an instrument 
in emulation of anyone from the Beatles to Nirvanaknows one thing: promotion is a major key 
to any band. 
No people, no show, and often times, no pay. It's a simple equation. 
Besides that, the more active all of our local bands are, the mo.re active this scene could be. (Does 
anyone see a mathematical theme somewhere?) 
So here's the deal, the seam, the rules, the ways, the gospel according to yours truly. If any local 
Winthrop or Rock Hill affiliated band would like some coverage, such as an interview, photos, 
or a review, just call The Johnsonian office at 323-3419 and leave a message. 
Isn't that simple? 
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The Oscars 
Academy Award nominations range 
from deserving to disappointing 
by Danelle Waddell 
Features Writer 
Last Wednesday, the 
Academy Award nomina-
tions were announced by 
Academy President Bob 
Ramey and last year's win-
ner of the Supporting Actress 
Oscar, Mercedes Ruehl. The 
major nominations an-
nounced are the following: 
Best Supporting Actor-
A1 Pacino, "Glengarry Glen 
Ross"; Gene Hackman, 
"Unforgiven"; David Paymer, 
"Mr. Saturday Night"; Jaye 
Davidson, "The Crying 
Game"; Jack Nicholson, "A 
Few Good Men" 
Best Supporting Actress-
Judy Davis, "Husbands and 
Wives"; Joan PIowright, "En-
chanted April"; Miranda 
Richardson, "Damage"; 
Vanessa Redgrave, 
"Howard's End"; Marisa 
Tomei, "My Cousin Vinny" 
BestActor-DenzelWash-
ington, "Malcolm X"; A1 
Pacino, "Scent of a Woman"; 
Clint Eastwood, 
"Unforgiven"; Stephen Rea, 
"The Crying Game"; Robert 
Downey, Jr., "Chaplin" 
Best Actress- Catherine 
Deneuve, "Indochine"; Susan 
Sarandon, "Lorenzo's Oil"; 
Michelle Pfeiffer, "Love 
Field"; Emma Thompson, 
"Howard's End"; Mary 
McDonnell, "Passion Fish" 
Best Director-Robert 
Altman, "The Player"; Martin 
Brest, "Scent of a Woman"; 
James Ivory, "Howard's End"; 
ClintEastwood, "Unforgiven"; 
Neil Jordan, "The Crying 
Game" 
Best Picture-"The Crying 
Game"; "A Few Good Men"; 
"Scent of a Woman"; "Howard's 
End"; "Unforgiven" 
Not very often do indepen-
dent films do well in the bid for 
Oscar nominations, but "The 
Crying Game" and "Howard's 
End" have done exactly that. 
"The Crying Game" received 
six nominations and "Howard's 
End," along with "Unforgiven," 
received the highest number 
of nominations with nine. 
The biggest disappoint-
ments are the neglected recog-
nitions of Tim Robbins in the 
category of Best Actor for "The 
Player" and "The Player" in 
the category of Best Film. 
The Academy also made 
the mistake of giving into popu-
lar consensus and elected to 
choose formula films such as 
"A Few Good Men" and "Scent 
of a Woman" and "Scent's" di-
rector Martin Brest instead of 
"Malcolm X" and director Spike 
Lee for the categories of Best 
Film and Best Director. The 
Academy needs to recognize 
artistic endeavors instead of 
films that are methodical and 
do well at the box office. 
While the Academy over-
looked one of the best perfor-
mances and several of the 
best achievements in the 
motion picture business this 
year, they readily gave a 
nomination nod to Marisa 
Tomei for "My Cousin 
Vinny." Tomei is to this 
group of supporting actresses 
what Julia Roberts was to a 
past years' group of Best 
Actress nominees. There 
must have been some heavy 
lobbying done by Ms. Tomei 
or the production company 
that made "My Cousin 
Vinny" to get her the nomi-
nation over better perfor-
mances by Helena Bonham 
Carter in "Howard's End" or 
Miranda Richardson in "The 
- CryingGame" or "Enchanted 
April." It is difficult to con-
ceive that Tomei will be able 
to hold her own weight with 
all of the other Supporting 
Actress nominees, all of 
which greatly deserve to be 
recognized. 
Whatever the outcome 
may be, for it is difficult to 
give accurate predictions 
when politics and art mix, 
the Academy Awards will be 
presented on Monday, Mar. 
29, at the Dorothy Chandler 
Pavilion. 
Fans taste Follow for Now's brand 
of funk and hardcore at local show 
by Scott H. Whlddon 
Features Writer 
It probably started with 
George Clinton. 
No, not Bill, president at 
large and all, but George 
Clinton, the driving force be-
hind the mix of funk and metal 
sound of Parliament 
Funkadelic. And, of course, 
there was the steady stream of 
seventies glam rock that incor-
porated the P-Funk's policy of 
"One Nation, Under a Groove." 
But with the exception of Liv-
ing Colour, the combination of 
"true" soul, blues and metal 
has been rare, especially in the 
southern music scene. 
This is not, however, the 
case for the Atlanta band Fol-
low for Now, the multi-flavored 
five-piece group that recently 
headlined at Charlotte's 1313 
Club. Their slamming mix of 
hardcore, funk, and even the 
complex tones of jazz made for 
an incredible show for the 
small, but fervent, crowd of 
fans. 
Opening with "Holy 
Moses," the first track off their 
1991 debut on Chrysalis 
Records, FollowforNowstayed 
totally in the groove, with odd 
time signatures and color tim-
bres but never losing the feel of 
the funk, the magic that sim-
ply tied the band together as 
tight as their dreadlocks. Key-
boards squelched over the en-
tire barrage ofbass and drums, 
similar to James Brown's infa-
mous horn "lines that punched 
and prodded like a cornered 
fighter. 
The band, as usual for any 
club show, debuted some new 
material, the standout being a 
Zepplin-drenched blues called 
ironically, "Southern Town." 
Most of the new material had 
more of a jazz feel, chords hang-
ing in the air only anchored by 
a solid rhythm section, but al-
ways evolving into a passion-
ate, heavy melody. Songs such 
as "Fire and Snakes" and their 
socially conscious "White Hood" 
ended up free form distorted 
jams, precise as a bullet. 
The highlight of the show, 
however, were Fellow's two 
rap-influenced tunes, the 
crunching intensity of 
"Milkbone" and their Public 
Enemy cover of *he classic "She 
Watch Channel Zero." The 
slam pits raged close to the 
edge of the stage, pressing the 
jam on into the night. 
Follow for Now is for real, 
no question about it, pressing 
their message and their music 
into the face of anyone who will 
listen. Rather than bow to the 
ordeals of the record industry, 
they rely on the aggression and 
physical output of their live 
shows. A new album should be 
due out soon, with maybe a few 
more local shows for promo-
tion. Both are worthy to check 
out for the differences. 
The Yorkville Players 
p r e s e n t 
Vanities 
by Jack Heifner 
$1 from each ticket to be donated 
to The Matt Turner Fund 
Friday 
March 5 
8 p.m. 
Saturday 
March 6 
8 p.m. 
Sunday 
March 7 
3 p.m. 
Tickets $7 • S t u d e n t s & Senior Ci t izens $5 
JacLyn 
Lake Wylie 
Pet Village 
Newport 
McCelvey Center 
York 
Eckerds 
York 
Clover Library 
Clover 
York Library 
York 
GRAND 
OPENING! 
Sale continues thru Sat., Feb. 27 
Screaming Trees "Oblivion" CD $lP®tape$7M 
SMV "It's About Time" CD SIP9 tape $7M 
Belly "Star" CD S I P tape $7S9 
REM "Automatic for the People" CD $12?" tape $7" 
Spin Doctors "Pocket Full of Kryptonite" 
CD $12?® tape $8" 
* 
Hotshot Electric ] 
Strings $985 
Music Stands $9M 
Guitar Stands $9*® 
Hotshot Electric Guitar 
Strings $1*® 
Selected alternative 
and rock t-shirts $10. 
Special Prices 
on used CDs and tapes! 
Many, many other great deals! 
Open Mon. - Sat. 10 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
Sun. 1:30 - 6 p.m. 
324-WOOD 
1019 Charlotte Ave. 
Across from Harris Teeter 
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Tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the Coliseum 
Eagles lose crucial BSC games 
by Brad Bryant 
Sports Editor 
Campbell University 
spoiled the Winthrop basket-
ball senior night Monday when 
Camel forward Joe Spinks 
nailed a jumper with four sec-
onds left in the game to deal 
the Eagles a 96-95 loss. 
Winthrop's one last chance 
fell short when Mike Fayed's 
driving shot rolled off the rim. 
"Both teams played a great 
offensive game," Winthrop 
head coach Dan Kenney said. 
"Its frustrating to keep claw-
ingback and clawing back and 
lose a game like this." 
Both teams were on fire 
from the field as the Eagles 
shot an impressive 58 percent, 
but Campbell shot an even bet-
ter 59 percent. 
Campbell head coach Billy 
Lee said," We were hotter than 
a hen laying eggs in a wool 
basket." 
The Eagles were behind by 
eight at halftime as the Cam-
els connected on 11 three-point-
ers and shot 60 percent from 
the field, but the Eagles were 
able to battle back in the sec-
ond half. 
Winthrop took their first 
lead of the second half with 
nine minutes and 33 seconds 
left when Mark Hailey con-
nected on two free throws. The 
Camels were then able to an-
swer as they went on a 7-0 run. 
Winthrop was able to re-
cover as Hailey again gave the 
Eagles the lead with 1:14 left 
on a baseline jumper. The 
Eagles then got the ball back 
off a Hailey steal, but turned it 
back over to the Camels with 
18 seconds left when Fayed 
double-dribbled. The turnover 
then set up Spinks' dramatics. 
The Eagles were led in scor-
ing by LaShawn Coulter who 
had 24 points. 
Seniors Eddie Gay and 
Hailey turned in excellent per-
formances in their last home 
game. Gay finished with 23 
points and 10 rebounds and 
Hailey had 22 points and eight 
boards. Fayed also had a nice 
game with 12 points and eight 
assists. 
After battling Radford 
University to a 47-all halftime 
tie the Eagles struggled in the 
second half and dropped Sat-
urday night's homecoming 
game 98-87. 
Kenney cited the second 
half as the key to the game he 
said, "Radford came out and 
absolutely executed their of-
fense to a "T in the secondhalf." 
One thing that hurt Win 
throp in the crucial second half 
was a dry spell down the stretch 
run. The Eagles were behind 
78-72 and instead of making a 
run at the Highlanders the 
Mike Fayed attempts a last second shot against a Camel defenderthat falls short in Monday 
night's home finally. The Eagles lost to Campbell University 96-95 In the Big South Contest. 
went nearly four min-
utes without scoring. During 
the stretch Winthrop turned 
the ball over four times which 
led to seven unanswered points 
by Radford. 
Winthrop was also victim-
ized by NCAA career three-
point leader Doug Day. He lit 
the Eagles up for 41 points. 
Day did most of his damage in 
thefirsthalf when he connected 
on eight three-pointers and had 
28 points at the break. The 
Eagles were led by Coulter who 
netted 23 points and five re-
bounds. 
Hailey had 22 points and 
12 boards and McVay tied a 
career high with 14 points. Jeff 
Pickardhad 11 and Mike Fayed 
dished out 11 assists. 
The Eagles will finish the 
regular season on the road 
when they travel to Coastal 
Carolina tonight and Charles-
ton Southern on Saturday. 
These will be important games 
for the Eagles as they jockey 
for position in the Big South 
Conference Tournament that 
will be held March 3-6 in 
Charleston. 
Golf teams look to youth 
and experience in 1993 
Kathl Weaver drives down court against a Radford defender n Friday night's game. 
Lady Eagles drop seventh straight 
by Jamie Sims 
Sports Writer 
The Winthrop women's 
basketball team has dropped 
there last seven games. The 
women's team lost Wednesday 
to the University ofNurth Caro-
lina-Greensboro 88-48. Then 
Friday they lost a close one to 
Radford 81-74, for homecom-
ing. Finally, they dropped an-
other game to Campbell 75-43 
on Monday. 
The UNC-Greensboro 
game was not a Big South game 
since UNC-Greensboro dose 
not play a full Big South sched-
ule. The women were led by 
Carmen Thomas with 18 
points. 
Friday night the women 
lost a tough homecoming con-
test to Radford in a Big South 
match-up. Thomas led the 
team with career high 24 
points^ while Williams added a 
career high 23 points. 
On Monday the women 
were unable to get things go-
ing from the start as the half-
time score was 43-18. Thomas 
and Felicia Young both had 12 
points. 
The Lady Eagles' record 
now stands at 5-19 overall and 
4-10 in the Big South. 
The women will play 
Coastal Carolina at home to-
night and then they will play 
Charleston Southern Monday 
for there last regular season 
game in the coliseum. 
by Jamie Sims 
Sports Writer 
Winthrop University head 
golf coach Eddie Weldon will 
look for the newcomers to come 
through for the men's team. 
However, on the women's team, 
they will look for experience to 
lead the way. 
The men's team is return-
ing two players from last year* s 
squad and three others will 
join them. 
The two returning are 
Brian Brandsetter and Declan 
Finnerty. 
Joining those two in the 
starting lineup will be junior 
Troy Fleming, and freshman 
Chad Brown. 
The women's team will 
look to four returning players 
to lead the way. 
Returning for the women 
are Daneen Graham, 
Catherine Rheiner, Leigh 
Crenshaw, and Tanya Domin. 
Freshman Nicole Coffey will 
add depth to this talented 
team. 
Men's schedule 
March 1-2 Francis Marion 
Invitational, Florence, S.C. 
March 19-20 Citadel In-
vitational, Charleston, S.C. 
April 2-3 Lonnie D. Small 
Invitational, Buise Creek, 
N.C. 
April 12-13 Big South 
Conference Championship, 
Myrtle Beach, S.C. 
Women's schedule 
March 5-6 Campbell In-
vitational, Buise Creek, N.C. 
March 11-12 Snow Bird 
Invitational, Tampa, Fla. 
March 26-28 Western 
Kentucky Invitational. Bowl-
ing Green, Ky. 
April 12-13 Big South 
Conference Championship, 
Myrtle Beach, S.C. 
Lady Eagles 
versus 
Lady Chants 
Photo by Rob Ouzts 
\cotning soon —1993 Rollerblades by Bauer 
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Baseball team wins 
two games at home 
The deadline for indoor r a l Basketball games in 201 
soccer rosters is Friday, Feb. Peabody Gym. The tourna-
26 by 5 p.m. in 205 Peabody ment will begin the week of 
Gym. Blank roster forms may March 1. 
be picked up in the Recreational For more details on this 
Sports Office. event and others offered by the 
The tournament will be office of Recreational Sports 
played in the evenings begin- please call 323-2140 or come 
ning at 9 p.m. after Intramu- by 205 Peabody Gym. 
Big South 
Tournament 
March 3-6 
Charleston, SC 
INSTANT Rock Hill 's Used Spor t ing 
Goods Dealer 
BUY $ SELL $ TRADE 
SPORTS Recreational Sports Update 
Golf 
Fitness 
Equipment 
legiate debut. 
Kim Cowgill and Hemdon 
each pounded out triples in the 
second game. 
Offense was not all that 
was on Thursday. Kathleen 
Gore threw out a runner at 
home in the second inning to 
complete a double play and 
Herndon nailed two 
baserunners on steal attempts. 
Head coach Mark Cooke was 
excited about the team's 
doubleheader sweep. "We 
made a lot of mistakes from 
inexperience but we corrected 
all of them before the game 
was over." 
The Lady Eagles went on 
to capture two more wins on 
Saturday againstUNC Char-
lotte to leave them undefeated. 
The Lady 49ers took the 
lead 1-0 in the first inning, but 
Winthrop was able to tighten 
up defensively to come out 
ahead. 
Holsinger gained her sec-
ond victory on the season with 
the 3-2 win. Winthrop scored 
in the bottom of the first inning 
by Jamie Sims 
Sports Writer 
The Winthrop Eagle base-
ball team lost there first three 
games of the season to some 
very tough competition but 
were able to win there last two 
at home. 
The Eagles traveled to 
Tallahassee, Fla. on February 
13 and 14, to face Atlantic Coast 
Conference powerhouse 
Florida State. In the first game 
the Seminoles defeated the 
Eagles 7-2, then the next day 
the Eagle lost a closer one 8-5. 
Last Wednesday in Cullowhee, 
N.C. the Eagles lost again 16-
5. 
However, Saturday the 
Eagles returned home to take 
two from Tennessee Tech 3-1 
in the first game of the double-
header and 9-4 in the second 
game. 
In the first game against a 
very good Florida State team 
the Eagles played them tough 
through the six innings as the 
score was tied going into the 
seventh 2-2. 
Although the Seminoles 
scored five runs in two innings 
to take the victory. The Eagles 
were led by Ron Knox with two 
hits including a triple. Carl 
Dale received the loss for the 
Eagles. 
In the second day of action 
against Florida State, the 
Eagles lost another tough one 
in the late innings. 
The Eagles fell behind 
early but were able to score two 
runs in the sixth to narrow the 
lead to 7-4. The Eagles were 
led by Stu Cooke who went two 
for four with one RBI. Sopho-
more pitcher Mark Wells suf-
fered the loss for the Eagles. 
In last Wednesday's action 
the Eagles led 5-0 through two 
and a half innings as the Cata-
mounts of Western Carolina 
came out swinging in the bot-
tom of the third and the gained 
the lead 6-5 with the help of 
three Winthrop errors. Se-
nior second baseman Jay 
Ostermeyer led the Eagles at 
the plate with two hits in three 
at bats. Cooke and Hey ward 
Bracey both added two RBIs. 
Brian Link started the game 
pitching for the Eagles and 
was relieved by Jeff Myers 
which received the loss. 
Saturday the Eagles 
played on there own diamond 
for the first time this season 
and enjoyed doing so as they 
came away with two victories 
against Tennessee Tech. 
The Eagles got on the 
scoreboard first when Chris 
Bevil grounded into a double 
play thatOstermeyer, wholed 
off with a walk, scored on. In 
the second inning Bracey led 
off with a single and scored on 
a double by Knox. 
The Eagle were led by 
Cooke who had two hits in 
three at bats while Knox had 
two RBIs. 
Carl Dale evened up his 
record at 1-1 as he gave up 
only two hits and walked only 
one batter. In the second game 
of the doubleh eader the Eagles 
scored seven runs in the first 
inning and did not look back 
as they ousted Tennessee 
Tech. 
Junior transfer Brett 
Scheiden led the Eagles as he 
got not only his first hit but 
his second and third. Scheiden 
had a stellar game at the plate 
going three for three with 
three RBIs and scoring three 
rims. On the mound Wells 
evened his record at 1-1. 
The Eagles played The 
Citadel Tuesday and will play 
in Clemson on Wednesday. 
The they will return home to 
play Appalachian State Sat-
urday at 2:00 and South Caro-
lina on Sunday at 2:00. 
Christi Adams slides in safely before the throw at second base against St. Peters College. 
Softball team undefeated 
by Denise Urian 
Special to The Johnsonian 
The Lady Eagle softball 
team combined for 23 hits in a 
doubleheader against St. 
Peter's College on Thursday to 
sweep their season opener with 
scores of 8-2 and 7-3. 
Kristen Gebhart allowed 
only five hits and walked only 
two batters to capture the win 
in the first game. 
After a 1-1 ballgame Win-
throp blew open the game in 
the second inning with a five 
hit rally. 
The rally started when 
Christi Adams, Aubrey Cohen, 
and Jen Cushman all singled. 
With the bases loaded Kathy 
Herndon hit a double driving 
in Adams and Cohen. 
Christine Yon then singled 
to keep the rally going driving 
in Cushman and Herndon to 
make the score 5-1. 
Winthrop freshmen pitch-
ers Jennifer Holsinger and 
Tara Gilmore combined on a 
four hitter in the second game 
to capture the win in their col-
after a pair of doubles by 
Cushman and Herndon. Crissy 
Martin picked up an RBI when 
she hit a sacrifice fly to right 
field scoring Yon from third. 
After UNC-Charlotte 
scored off of an out of the park 
homerun Winthrop's defense 
shut them down for a 2-1 vic-
tory to credit Gebhart with her 
second win. 
Winthrop tied the game in 
the second inning when Cowgill 
crossed the plate after a wild 
pitch to Gore. 
The winning run came in 
the bottom of the sixth inning 
when Cowgill ripped a triple to 
score Herndon. 
Cooke said that he is very 
pleased with the teams perfor-
mance. "UNC is very strong to 
beat back to back with our 
youth but we played really good 
ball." 
The Lady Eagles will be 
hosting Georgia Southern on 
Saturday February 27 at 1:00. 
The team will also be playing 
at home on March 2nd against 
Western Michigan at 2:30. 
Save Money On: 
Softball Sporting 
Skis Goods of all 
Tennis Kinds 
1453 Cherry Rd. Across from Cherry Park 366-7165 
°^0/r ^ 
geaf 
thl 
stoc]c 
Hours: c / le 
M-F 10-7 
Sat 10-5:30 
113 Oakland Ave. 
Jus t down the street. 
324-0443 
146 LAUREL ST ROCKHlLL,S C. 
. NEXT TO FRIENDLY GRILL 
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Life After College 
Students must 
work very hard 
to begin career 
by Kaetrena Davis 
Features Writer 
Along with feelings of excitement about gradu-
ation, come feelings of apprehension. After you find 
a job, what should you expect for the first year? 
Catherine Holmes, director of Career Services, 
said, "The first year you can expect to ay your dues." 
She said you will be assigned menial tasks, but you 
must do a good job to show your potential for promo-
tion. There are good opportunities, but you must be 
willing to work for them. Patience is a virtue. 
Criticism from supervisors will also prevail, but 
you are actually being taught or trained, so look at 
it as on-the-job training. 
Don't expect quick promotions. Rather, expect 
to work long hours, arriving early and working late, 
in order to prove that you're promotable. Taking 
days off is not favorable even when you are sick. 
Build a reputation as a hard worker first. 
Also, get used to straight eight-hour workdays. 
Take time to adjust to your schedule. 
There are other tips to achieve success. First, 
meet deadlines no matter what! Excuses of any kind 
are not acceptable. 
Don't talk about your college days—it makes 
you seem immature and insecure. 
Don't socialize with your work buddies. It could 
hurt later ifyou, or if they get a promotion then they 
will know everything about you or vice versa. And 
don t bad mouth about anyone—-you never know 
who knows who. Separate your work life from your 
personal life. Graphic by Matthew Mink 
Develop visibility in the workplace 
by volunteering to do extra projects 
inside and outside your department, it 
helps your potential for upward mobil-
ity. 
Keep your desk organized. It hints 
that you have everything under con-
trol. 
Try not to have any personal calls. 
Finally, appear eager and enthusi-
astic, and act self-confident, even ifyou 
aren't. Dress as though you are sure 
aboutyourself. "Fake it 'til you make it. 
If you act confident, eventually the in-
side will catch up with the outside," 
Holmes said. 
Entry-level salaries range from 
$15,000-25,000. Almost all fields are 
able to pay well if you are willing to 
work. Consider spending several years 
in a larger town. Small towns are not 
filled with many opportunities. 
If trends continue to stabilize, find-
ing a job that you are happy with should 
not take long at all. Approximately 75 
percent of 1990-91 graduates had a job 
in their major within three months. 
"We expect these trends to continue, 
and if they do, allow at least six months 
to find a job," Holmes said. 
The first year after graduation is 
filled with adjustments. Job expecta-
tions can be varied, ana so are the jobs, 
but just remember chat your whoSe 
career is ahead of you. You have pienty 
of time to work on getting established. 
Where will I live? 
by Jackie Lowery for and what to look out for. 
lifestyles Editor Think about the security on the 
After graduating from college, outside as well as inside. Do the doors 
where do you plan to live? More than have deadbolts and is there a peep-
likely youll rent an apartment, hole? Are all parking areas well-
rather than live with your parents, lighted? Cassen3 also said to check 
So you will want a place that's af- the distance from where you parked 
fordable and comfortable. to the apartment 
First, decide how much you want Once inside and looking around 
to spend for rent. Add in the cost for the apartment, listen. How sound-
electricity, water and heat. "Food is proofis it? Make sure to ask who lives 
another cost item that people don't in the building or you might end up 
realize is expensive. A person can't of with neighbors who have 10 noisy • 
just eat soupand cheese all the time * children. 
said Cynthia Cassens, associate Other important things to look 
dean for Residence Life. Also when for: Who pays for the water and heat? 
planningabudget, don'tforgetabout "Remember that rent is higher in 
guests, because they expect to eat places that have amenities such as 
Then decide on a neighborhood swimming pools," Cassens said. Find 
where you would like to live. Reed oat who takes care of the lawn and 
rental ads in the newspaper and gardens. Is there a washer and dryer 
apartment finder books, and talk to in the house or apartment or a 
friends. The location you choose de- laundromat nearby? Is it close to 
pends on your lifestyle and what you public transportation? This is an 
want to do, especially if you have added cost. Either youll have to pay 
limited transposition. Cassens said 
when you finally decide on an apart-
ment, visit the location different 
times of the day so you can find out 
about the neigborhood aunosphere. 
What is the most difficult thing 
to do whenlookingfor a place to live? 
Here are some tips on what to look 
fare or put gas in your car," Cassens 
said. 
If you own a car, where will you 
park it? Most places come with ga-
rages or carports, while others have 
uncovered parking spaces. So find 
See APARTMENT, pa. 16 
Graduates 
will have 
to budget 
by Camellia Shuler 
Features Writer 
Picture this: You have just graduated 
from college and have landed your first 
job. 
However, with the standard of living 
being as it is, constantly you find yourself 
with bigger debts than you can afford. 
But don't worry. There is a soli ition to 
this health hazardous problem. And that 
solution is to develop a budget. 
"Abudget?youask. "Whatlamtodo 
on a budget?" 
Rest assured that a budget is only a 
planned list of what you are going to 
spend. 
It would be best to have some type of 
organizational notebook or folder in order 
to keep up with your budget. 
According to Amy Ross Mumford, au-
thor of "It Only Hurts Between Paydays," 
your budget should include on its first 
page the annual expenses. 
On the following page, it should list 
your paydays and your living expenses, 
such as, groceries and gasoline for the car, 
rent and other bills. 
Living on a budget will not kill you; 
however, it will help you maintain self-
discipline. 
Of course your budget changes, and it 
is recommended that you should revise it 
annually or whenever new necessities 
come about, such as rent cost or change 
in salary. 
According to Mumford, after you 
have developedyour budget,you should 
start a savings account. 
A savings account is usually used 
for short-term goals and emergencies, 
like end-of -the-year taxes. 
When applying for an account, you 
should visit the bank in which you have 
your checking account. You should 
open the savings account with $100 or 
$200 and allow it to grow. 
The reason for opening a savings 
account is because it has a "time de-
posit" option. That is, the longer you 
agree to leave the money in the bank, 
the higher the interest rate will be. 
The checking account allows you to 
deposit money as in the savings. You 
are able to write checks whenever you 
want to, but you do not receive interest 
on the balance. 
Credit cards can. help you establish 
credit in the future, if you are able to 
pay off the bills; however, you do not 
need a credit card to establish a good 
credit system. 
Instead you can use your checking 
and savings accounts as valuable 
sources. 
In the preparation of tax returns, 
you must keep good records. 
If you do decide to fill out your tax 
forms, be sure to follow the directions 
carefully and get necessary informa-
tion needed for filing. 
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WINTHROP CLASSIFIEDS 
FOR RENT 
2 Bedroom Town houses 
1 1/2 baths, fully-
equipped kitchen, 
swimmingpool, and on-
site laundry room. $395/ 
month water and cable 
TV included. Located 
at Foxfire Apartments 
onEbenezerRoad. Call 
366-4000 for appoint-
ment. 
Rooms for Rent 
Large, unfurnished 
rooms with in walking 
distance of Winthrop. 
$200/month, $100 
deposit. Non-smokers 
only. 324-2203. Leave 
message. 
HELP WANTED 
CAN YOU MANAGE 
ON AN EXTRA 
$2,500? 
Practical experience for 
Business/Marketing 
Majors: Manage credit 
card promotions on 
campus for a National 
Marketing Firm. Hours 
flexible. Earn up to 
$2,500/term. 
CALL 1-800-950-8472 
ext. 17. 
For College Rentals 
Call Gray Realty 
328-6860 
Furnished and un-
furnished apartments 
available in May. 
Available now - two 
bedroom townhouse on 
Lucas Street $445, and 
Camden Court 
Apartments $465. Call 
for other locations and 
rates. 
$200 - $500 WEEKLY 
Assemble products at 
home. Easy! No selling. 
You're paid direct. Fully 
Guaranteed. FREE 
Information - 24 Hour 
Hotline. 
801-379-2900 
Copyright #SC019450 
CHEAP! FBI/U.S. 
SEIZED 
89 MERCEDES...$200 
86 VW $50 
87 MERCEDES...$100 
65 MUSTANG. $50 
Choose from thousands 
starting at $50. FREE 
Information - 24 Hour 
Hotline. 
801-379-2929 
Copyright #SC019410 
Have you got 
something to sell? 
Reach your customer in 
the Winthrop Classi-
fieds. Special student 
rates! Call 323-3698 or 
323-3419. 
INTERNATIONAL 
EMPLOYMENT -
Make money teaching 
basic conversational 
English abroad. Japan 
and Taiwan. Make 
$2,000 - $4,000+ per 
month. Many provide 
room & board + other 
benefits! No previous 
training or teaching 
certificate required. For 
I n t e r n a t i o n a l 
Employment porgram, 
call the International 
Employment Group: 
(206) 632-1146 ext. 
J5382. 
SERVICES 
Word Processing w/ 
laser printer. Resume 
$15; Reports $2/typed 
page. 24-hour service in 
mostcases. lOmin.from 
Winthrop. 
Accutype 327-9898 
Hairs tyl ing by 
Cather ine 
at Mia's Hair Couture 
232 Cherry Road 324-4800 
Free consultation Tuesdays and 
Wednesdays with Winthrop ID 
Tell them you saw it 
here... 
Support our advertisers. 
They help br ing The 
Johnsonian to you! 
NCAA CONTENDERS " 
MANAGEMENT 
Wanted: talented, am-
bitious, and motivated 
people for middle and up-
per level management posi-
tions. Full or part-time ba-
sis. Credentials should in-
clude: leadership skills, 
time and people manage-
ment experience, proven 
track record of achievement, 
and committed, results-ori-
ented style. 
Send your resume to: 
MANAGEMENT, c/o 
Holley, P.O. Box 1042, 
Chester, S.C. 29706-9750. 
BK» A 
361 Oakland Ave. 
(Within Walking Distance) 
M-F 8-6 Sat 8-4 
The First Letter 
In Auto Parts 
Student Discount with ID 
CRNIRM rwNnvsCTANDSr* 
Read a 
magazine tonight 
M - F 8-7 E. Main & 
Sat 8-6 327-2874 Hampton 
Sun 1-8 (Downtown) 
Winthrop 
Informat ion 
Hotlines: 
323 4-FUN 
323 INFO 
• 
Get the latest 
information on 
Athletics, 
Recreational Sports, 
Cultural events, or 
DSU entertainment. 
UPDATED DAILY 
It pays to advertise in 
JOHNSONIAN 
The Winthrop University Student Newspaper 
323-3419 
323-3698 (ad/fax) 
Advert is ing deadl ine fo r the 
March 17 issue will be March 3. 
Call now to reserve space fo r 
f u t u r e issues! 
Weekly Crossword 
"Bookshe l f" 
ACROSS 
1 "Sarah Plain and 
By Gerry Frey 
5 Ship wheels 
10 Nopes 
14 Concept 
15 TatumorRyan 
16 Many:2wds 
17 "Crime and Punish-
ment' author 
19 "Gone With The 
Wind" estate 
20 Senator Kefauver 
21 Boiling 
23 Collars 
26 Fertilizer ingredient 
27 Ogle 
30 Comprehend 
32 Situation normal all 
fouled up 
36 Novel by Charlotte 
Bronte 
38 Steps for crossing a 
fence 
39 Before H.S. 
40 Fanny Farmer product 
42 Novel ending 
43 Moderate red 
45 Lewis "Main 
Street" author 
47 Folklore dwarf 
48 Twilled woolen cloth 
49 Postal abbreviations 
50 Word after down or big 
52 Rip 
54 Kartoon? 
58 Holy person 
62 Sub sandwich 
63 "So Big" author 
66 Cain's brother 
67 Book name 
68 Ireland 
69 Cape Kennedy org. 
70 Comforted 
71 Whirlpool 
DOWN 
1 High or low follower 
2 Turmoils 
3 For fear that 
4 Turn to night 
5 Weeding tool 
6 Latter need:Abbrev. 
59 60 61 
7 Fewer 
8 Cosmetics 
9 Foxier 
1 0 Hawthorne 
"House of Seven 
Gables" 
11 Jai 
12 Brass instrument 
13 Without a date 
18 Missouri Indian tribe 
22 Examine 
2 4 Canyon 
2 5 Miles 
27 Kick out 
28 Eli Student ? 
29 January in Barcelona 
31 Follows common or 
horse 
33 Church part 
34 Smelly 
35 Pushers' customers 
37 "Nana" author 
38 "Riders to The Sea" 
author 
41 Soil 
44 Assassinate 
46 Stop 
48 Outdoor sports arenas 
51 Settlement of monks 
5 3 Show:Carnival 
54 Genghis 
55 Singer McEntire 
56 Son of Zeus 
57 High explosives 
59 "In the same place":Foot-
note 
60 Jerk 
61 Higher than a deuce 
64 Pub offering 
65 Furnished a meal 
1992 All rights reserved GFR Associates 
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CO-OP 
Career Services 
Division of Student Life 
Co-op Job Opportunities 
Listed below are examples of the types of current positions 
available through Winthrop's Cooperative Education Prooram 
pPLPAcf^ ARF NOW B™n TAW* ^ c " " ' ™ S 
IN ORDER TO BE CONSIDERED FOR ANY CO-OP POSI-
TION, STUDENTS MUST HAVE AN UP-TO-DATE CO-OP FILE 
OPEN. To open a file, attendance at one co-op Fact Meeting is 
required. Call 323-2141 to sign up. Business students may also 
sign up by contacting Gay Randolph at 323-2186. If you are 
unable to attend one of the scheduled fact meetings, please 
schedule an appointment with the co-op assistant. To do so 
stop by Career Services at 638 Oakland Ave. (across from Tillman) 
or call 323-2141. ' 
Summer Naturalist Co-op. Job number MP 7-014/93 Aspen 
Colo. Available summer '93. $100/week + housing. 
Marketing Assistant. Job number JM 1-011/92. Charlotte 
N.C. Available spring and summer '93. $5.50/hour. 
Manufacturing Management Intern. Job number MP 6-002/ 
92. Virginia and North Carolina. Available summer '93 $1950/ 
month. 
Director of Children's Programs. Job number JM 1-015/92 
Hendersonville, N.C. Available summer '93. Salary depends upon 
experience. 
r . f ; a P e r & R f c r e a t ' o n Assistant. Job number JM 1-017/93. 
onariotte, N.C.Available summer'93. $10.09/hour. 
Marketing Assistant. Job number MP 1-012/92 Charlotte 
N.C. Available summer '93. $5.50-$8/hour (negotiable). 
Summer Camp Counselor. Job number JM 1-018/93 Char-
lotte, N.C. $6.80-$7.53/hour. 
Research Intern. Job number MP 2-002/92. Fort Mill S C 
Available spring '93. $5.75-$6/hour. 
Public Relations Intern. Job number MP 7-002/92. Washing-
ton, D.C. Available summer '93. $500/month stipend. 
Student Researcher. Job number MP 2-001/92. Argonne 
III.Available summer '93. $225/week stipend. 
Press Office Intern. Job number MP 7-001/92. Washinqton 
D.C. Available summer '93. $500/month stipend. 
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JOB FIND 
Division of Student Life —Career Services 
#8492 Retail Clerk. Nights/weekends. 
$4.25/hour. 
#8471 Receptionist. Flexible hours. $5/ 
hour. 
#8493Receptionist. Part-time. Negotiable 
salary. 
#8494 Cashiers. Various hours. $4.25/ 
hour. 
#8462 Housekeeping. Mon.-Fri., 7:30 
a.m.-6:30 p.m. $600/month. 
#8463 Counterpeople/drivers. 11 a.m.-
5 p.m. or 5 p.m.-lO p.m. 
#8465 Sales. 10-20 hours/week. $4.25/hour. 
#8467Lawn labor & maintenance. Flex-
ible hours. 8-5 p.m. $5/hour. 
#8478 Researcher. 5-6 hours/week. $6-
$7/hour. 
#8479 Information booth receptionist. 
Mon.-Fri., 5-9:30 p.m. $5.50/hour. 
#8481 Restaurant help. Evening hours. 
Above minimum wage. 
#8483 Cashier and cook. Nights and 
weekends. $5.02/hour. 
#8484 Park Ranger. 30-40 hours/week. 
$5.02/hour. 
#8486 Kitchen Personnel. Negotiable 
hours and salary. 
#848/ Cook/Servers. 15-25 hours/week. 
$4.25/hour. 
#8488 Sales. Flexible hours $4.25/hour. 
#8489 Restaurant help. 6:45 a.m.-2 p.m. 
$6-$9/hour. 
#8490 Stockperson. 5-8 p.m., Mon.-Fri. 
$5/hour. 
#8491 Delivery and scheduling. $5.50/ 
hour. 
#8478 Researcher. 5-6 hours/week. $6-
$7/hour. 
#8480 Telephone operator. Mon.-Fri., 
5-9 p.m. $6/hour. 
Complete information on these job listings is available at Career Services, across from Tillman 
Hefer to job number and description posted on the job find board 
Part time jobs fill rapidly, so check the board weekly for current listings. 
ENGLAND 
Continued from pg. 9 
said, remembering his native 
Scotland. Another strong be-
lief Moody will tiy to pass on 
to the students is that there is 
much more to the culture than 
what is portrayed in the bro-
chures. 
"The flavor of the place is 
experienced to a much larger 
extent by walking around in 
the small towns and villages 
where public squares, social 
centers, small churches with 
dark interiors and centuries-
old furniture can be observed," 
Moody said. 
Toward the end of their 
trip, students will spend three 
days in London with hotel ac-
commodations. 
"It normally takes three 
weeks to fully visit London, 
and it will be a time for little 
sleep and a lot of visiting," 
Moody said. Students will be 
able to visit all major historical 
monuments and attractions: 
Buckingham palace, Piccadilly 
circus, famous theaters and 
stores. 
Want More Than A Summer Job? 
Find out how during Co-op Month. 
Find out how you can get a paid job in your major and receive academic credit for your 
work experience by signing up for a Co-op Fact Meeting. 
Attendance at one_meeting jS required to Co-Op. 
CaM2l41or stop by career services for Information on dates and times or to sign up. 
Once again, students will 
be given the opportunity to do 
group visits or to break away 
and meet at dinner-time. There 
is a number of activities stu-
dents can engage in, especially 
in London. 
Nevertheless, on Sunday 
morning, they will be able to go 
to the flea market on Portobello 
Street. But, how much is it for 
ten days, round trip airfare, all 
accommodations, hotels, 
meals, visits included?...$ 1,459 
- lunch and dinner in London 
might or might not be in-
cluded. 
The first official date for 
payment is Fri., Feb. 26. 
Moody says he could hold pay-
ments until March 5. Finally, 
the students will have the op-
portunity to use the dark room 
at Winthrop to develop the pic-
tures they take on the trip, or 
they can wait until the fall, at 
their convenience. If you want 
further details, you can visit 
Moody at 211 McLaurin or call 
him at 2126. 
APARTMENT — 
Continued from pg. 14 
out how many spaces come with 
the apartment and if there is 
an extra cost? 
What's a lease? A lease is a 
contract that lays out the rules 
and regulations for you and 
the landlord during a specified 
period of time, usually one to 
two years. This guarantees two 
TIME 
things: your rent will not in-
crease and it ensures you can't 
be told to move if the landlord's 
relatives need a place to live. 
"Read the lease thoroughly 
to make sure you understand 
the deposits and requirement 
to get out of a lease. Question 
anything that you don't under-
stand, Cassens said. It's also a 
good idea to take photos of each 
room before you move in so you 
will have proof of the 
apartment's condition. Once 
you have your career, finances 
andhousingunder control, you 
have taken an important step 
in growing up. 
Continued from pg. 1 
effect in the fall of 1992. 
However, student and faculty 
outcry against the plan pre-
vented its implementation. 
One student who took part 
in the SGA poll expressed a 
popular opinion from lastyear's 
time-block situation by saying 
the plan "is another ploy to get 
students to stay here (Win-
throp) on weekends." 
Most proponents of the 
change suggested the plan be 
enacted on an experimental 
basis, with regular assess-
ments of the advantages and 
disadvantages of the change. 
The new Wednesday time-
block is scheduled for 1-2 p.m 
and should be implemented in 
the fall of 1993. 
The staff of 
THE 
VP 
Continued from pg. 1 
Lillie Howard, associate 
vice president of ac&demic af-
fairs of Wright State Univer-
sity in Dayton, Ohio. 
Douglass Steeples, vice 
president of academic affairs 
of Aurora University in Au-
rora, 111. 
Patricia Cormier, regional 
vice president for development 
of the Medical College of Penn-
sylvania, in Philadelphia. 
Thests candidates are cur-
rently being .interviewed. 
JOHNSONIAN 
The Winthrop University Student Newspaper 
wishes everyone a safe and 
enjoyable spring break. 
